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Writing & Rhetoric
Overview
Minors
Courses
Faculty

Courses
- DMS 101: Introduction to Digital Media Studies
- DMS 396: Topics in Digital Media Studies Abroad
- DMS 399: Topics in Digital Media Studies
- DMS 401: Digital Media Studies Practicum
- Liba 102: First Year Seminar
- Spch 102: Fundamentals of Public Speaking
- Spch 105: Business and Professional Speech
- Spch 107: Forensics I
- Spch 108: Forensics II
- Spch 110: Basic Voice and Diction
- Spch 200: Interpersonal Communication
- Spch 207: Forensics III
- Spch 208: Forensics IV
- Spch 210: The Art of the Interview
- Spch 305: Collaborative Communication
- Spch 307: Forensics V
- Spch 308: Forensics VI
- Spch 314: Intercollegiate Debating
- Spch 405: Organizational Communication
- Spch 407: Forensics VII
- Spch 408: Forensics VIII
- Writ 100: Introduction to College Writing
- Writ 101: First-Year Writing I
- Writ 102: First-Year Writing II
- Writ 210: Rhetoric I: Foundations to 1650
- Writ 220: Rhetoric II: Renaissance to Contemporary
- Writ 250: Advanced Composition
- Writ 300: Foundations of Technical & Prof. Writing
- Writ 301: Responding to Writers
- Writ 310: Writing in Professional Contexts
- Writ 320: Technical Writing
- Writ 340: Contemporary Writing Studies
- Writ 345: Community Writing
- Writ 350: Writing for Digital Media
- Writ 360: Document Design
- Writ 370: Editing and Proofreading
- Writ 380: Scientific Writing
- Writ 398: Topics in Writing Studies on Location
- Writ 399: Special Topics
- Writ 410: Grant Writing
- Writ 415: Digital Rhetoric
- Writ 440: Writing for Accountancy
- Writ 617: Teaching First-year Composition
- Writ 671: Theory & Practice of Writing Consulting